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Featuring 450 large full-color illustrations, this comprehensive atlas shows how more than 200

disorders can disrupt the human body's equilibrium. It is designed to help healthcare professionals

visualize disease processes, understand the rationales for clinical interventions, and explain to

patients how diseases develop and progress.Introductory chapters illustrate basic pathophysiologic

concepts including cells, cancer, infection, genetics, and fluids and electrolytes. Twelve chapters

organized by body system cover all major diseases, with illustrations, charts, and brief text on

causes, pathophysiology, signs, symptoms, diagnostic tests, and treatment.This Third Edition

includes eight new disease entries and updated information throughout. A new icon, Complications,

highlights the typical progression of untreated disease.
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I have purchased quite a few books to supplement my textbooks for nursing school. A lot of them sit

on my shelf and I don't find the time to pull them out and study them. Not this one.This book for me,

helps me visualize the disease--the pathophysiology that makes one disease different from another.

I can just pull it out long enough to read and visualize about most of the disorders we're studying. It

is NOT a pathophysiology text--it's not that detailed. It's "this disease in a nutshell."Each disease

has an introductory section, causes, pathophysiology, complications, signs and symptoms,

diagnostic test results and treatment. Plus a full page illustration to help visualize what is going on

(with some terms and descriptions). There are other sections like "age alert" and "clinical tip".Just



wanted to share, because I have found it a great help and feel it's worth it. I think it cost $60. to buy

it through the Lippincott magazine.

Like so many other reviewers, I wish I'd had this book in mursing school; it's that good. It begins

with information on basic cellular function and information on fluids and electrolytes and acid-bace

balance. The bulk of the book takes common disorders from each of the systems and explains the

pathology easily and simply. The facing page to each disorder is a schematic drawing of the

disease in process that helps cement the information into understanding.However, don't be misled.

This is not a pathophysiology textbook. It is an excellent source for visualizing the disease process

for many disorders, but it's not a replacement for the minutiae of pathophysiologic study.This book

would have been a wonderful help to me in studying A&P as well as nursing. Now, as a practicing

RN, I am certain that this book will be used frequently. I'm probably going to buy a copy to donate to

the nurse's station.

I was skeptical of buying any medical or anatomy books that do not give a look inside to see what it

is that you are really buying, but I had a teacher who had this book and I was able to look at it

before I purchased it.this book is great! it has the most common diseases and conditions that are

seen in the USA.each disease or condition explains what it is in a simple paragraph with a list of

signs and symptoms and a section on the pathophysiology. on the opposite side the book has a

very detailed and well colored picture that shows where/what the conditions is being talked about.

as someone who learns both with descriptions and pictures, this is perfect for me.this is about the

size of a textbook, so its not meant to be a pocket guide, but rather a great desk reference to quickly

highlight the commonalities of the diseases and conditions.WORTH THE MONEY!

The book is okay. It doesn't go in-depth about most of the diseases. For example: partial GI

obstruction. It has a single page in large print. It covers about 1/4 of what is really happening in the

disease. It gives very vague reasons as to what causes a partial block. But it has enough to get you

started for your patient care reports. The rest you can find on google.

I like this book. It has short descriptions of many illnesses. Pictures are very basic. It is good for

someone who has some knowledge of physiology though. I kind of expected it to be a little more

detailed but it is ok.



This book is is a great summary/basic pathophysiology book. It has about 430 pages of disorders

usually allotting one page to the pathophysiology and another devoted to an illustration. The

illustrations are really great, but the patho part does not contain as much detail as I would like for

this type of reference tool. It's a good basic book, but if you need more substance you will have to

supplement your work with another reference.

I love this book. I am an RN and work acute Rehab. This book is a wonderful, easy refeence and

great patient teaching tool. One of the best books I have come across for professional, or patient

education. Vivid pictures make it easy to understand the medical process.

I have not used this book for class yet but as I have gone through some of the content, I can say

that this is going to be a great reference book; it is very concise and to the point; also, the

illustrations make it easy to understand and visualize the concepts.
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